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Copy of Letter from Loammi Baldwin to John Rodgers 
 
 

Copy 
Charlestown N[avy] Yard 

       Nov. 2nd  1831 
 
Sir, 
 I now have the honor of complying with your letter of the 8th Oct. last, requesting 
me “to prepare and forward as soon after the 1st November as may be practicable, the 
annual report on the Dry Dock constructing in the Navy Yard at Boston, made up to that 
date.” 
 
 A plan of the state of the Dock has been prepared, to the 1st Nov. 1831, exhibiting 
an intelligible view of the actual state of the works on that day, which with the several 
schedules accompanying the report I desire may be considered a part thereof, and which I 
hope will be satisfactory to the Board of Comm[issione]rs. 
 
 No. 1 is the Plan 
  
 No. 2   Schedule of accounts paid for materials etc. and for labour on rolls from 
Nov. 1830 to Oct. 31 1831 inclusive. 
 
 No. 3   Schedule of the monthly payments for labour and materials on each branch 
of expenditure, for the same period. 
 
 No. 4   Schedule of some of the principal objects of expense, as distributed under 
the different branches of expenditure, for the same period. 
 
 No. 5   Schedule of expenses for labour and materials distributed into the different 
branches of the work, from the commencement in June 1827 to Nov. 1st 1831. 
 
 The progress of the work during the past year has been satisfactory and has not 
been interrupted by the effects of tides or accident which impeded our operations.  
During the last winter owing to the extreme severity of the season, an accident occurred 
in digging the great wells, which killed one man and wounded two or three others.  The 
excavation had been sunk to a considerable depth, and a strong timber curbing had been 
previously prepared, and partly put in to keep the earth from falling; but the ground being 
frozen to an unusual degree, the curbing was not all in place, when the earth 
unexpectedly fell in on one side, by which the accident happened.  From the 
circumstances attending the fall of a great mass of earth, it is remarkable that so little 
injury happened, when several other men were in the well at the time. 
 
 It was necessary to open a communication from the Dock to the great wells, by a 
tunnel at such a depth as to allow the 
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the water to flow from the Dock chamber to the great pumps.  It was concluded best to 
form this passage in the usual way of tunneling without opening the ground from the top, 
and it was actually begun in this manner.  But the flowing sand saturated with copious 
springs at this depth occasioned so much difficulty, and embarrassed the workmen to 
such a degree that it was indispensable to open an excavation from the surface. This of 
course increased the expense and caused delay, beyond my expectation last winter.  The 
work however was successfully and well accomplished during the summer. 
 
 By an inspection of the Plan, the board will perceive, to what stage the works 
have been brought, and the following summary abstracts from the several schedules will 
[exhibit] the expenditures in a convenient shape. 
 
 

Abstract of monthly expenditures for the year ending Oct. 31, 1831 
 
       Materials Labour      Total 
Paid in Nov.   1830      2207.67 5807.28   8014.95 
 Dec.    1830      6781.23 3426.87 10208.10 
 Jan.     1831      1668.28 2938.21   4606.49 
 Feb.    1831        805.90 3326.86   4132.76 
 March 1831      1265.68 4035.46   5321.14 
 April   1831        812.49 4740.47   5552.96 
 May    1831      8423.60 5580.07 14003.67 
 June    1831      4127.13 6553.70 10680.83 
 July    1831      9804.91 5992.13 15797.04 
 Aug.   1831      3259.37 5511.02   8770.39 
 Sep.    1831      8433.09 5604.65 14037.74 
 Oct.    1831    16982.66 6127.32 23109.98 
               $64572.01       59664.04         124236.05 
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 Mr. Lester’s contract No. 3 remains as last year.  The balance of $1000 will be 
due as soon as he has erected the Steam Engine, as stipulated in his contract, which will 
be during this winter. 
 
 Mr. Bryant’s contract No. 9 was settled Oct. 29 under the following 
circumstances.  He had nearly or quite delivered all the stone originally contemplated 
under the contract, and became very anxious to receive some money, which I could not 
pay as the terms stipulated were that one quarter part should be retained until the contract 



was fulfilled.  He had a claim for several hundred Cubic yards of dimension or pattern 
stones, over the proportion of ¼ fixed by the agreement, and as I was about going to 
Norfolk, to be absent several months, I concluded it just and fair to close the contract 
myself, rather than leave it to be settled in my absence or defer it till my return. 
 
 The whole amount of Cubic Yards is 2054152.  The whole amount allowed was 
$64838.56.  He had been paid 55508.79 which left the balance due on closing the 
contract $9329.77.  But this settlement was made on the express agreement that he is to 
deliver all the stones wanted for the back course of coping at $8.00 the cubic yard;  all 
that shall be required for the jettee walls at the entrance of the Dock and for the drain at 
$5 and all rubble stone at $2.50 per cubic yard.  
 
 Stevens Haywards contract  No. 16 expired by its own terms last month and it was 
settled Oct. 5th  1831 when the last payment was made.  He has however agreed to furnish 
all charcoal wanted this year at the contract price, which will amount to about $200. 
 
 Ransom Lockwood’s contract No. 18 has never been attended to by him, and his 
total disregard to all his stipulations has compelled us to resort to a mode of forming gate 
ribs, or rails out of plank, not having been able to procure the solid timber.  Large straight 
timber was sawed into planks 18 inches wide and 7 thick.  They were steamed and bent 
over the mould formed to the required curve.  Three planks bent successively one upon 
the other and well bolted with copper bolts formed a rib 18 in. thick and 21 in. deep.  
After cooling and being bolted they were taken from the mould, and it was found they 
preserved their curvature remarkably well.  This enabled us tho’ at more expense, to 
obtain rails made of what was known 
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to be sound timber which might not be the case if solid timber was used.  We have only 
two or three of the top and bottom rails to prepare and I hope soon to receive good solid 
timber for this purpose from Norfolk. 
 
 Mr. Lymans contract No. 20 is the only one on which any considerable sum is or 
will be due, and as all the pumps and machinery are to be furnished by the pound it is 
very difficult to estimate what may be hereafter payable.  I presume the sum stated in the 
above table is safe.  The other two open contracts seem to require no particular remarks. 
 
 The Board will perceive by inspecting the sketch, that the masonry of the Dock 
may be considered as completed.  The beautiful line of coping 3 feet wide and 15 in. 
thick, is represented as all laid, tho’ a few pieces remain to be laid round the stairs on one 
side.  The top of the rubble wall behind the coping remains uncovered and it is proposed 
to cover this by a course of stones hammered to be level with the coping. This seems to 



me indispensible to protect the backing rubble work from the effects of frost.  The stones 
for this are to be furnished by Mr. Bryant as before stated. 
 
 The great wells for the pumps are completed and ready to receive the pumps, the 
placing of which, and the erection of the great Steam engine will be begun as soon as the 
Engine house is covered with the windows in, so as to work comfortably and safely in 
cold weather.  The elevation and section of the Engine house, represents the roof 
completed, and it was thought this would be the case by the 1st inst[ant] when the 
drawing was commenced, but the roof was not raised.  The stone cornice is all laid, the 
roof frame is partly on, and in the course of a fortnight or three week the building will 
probably be slated. 
 
 The jettee walls are to extend from the wing walls of the Dock towards the sea as 
far as they can be carried with safety to the coffer dam.  They will be parallel with, and 
fifty feet from the axis of the Dock on each side from the top of which a flight of stone 
stairs will descend to about 
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low water mark.  These jettee walls are intended as a defence against the washing in of 
mud or other obstructions to the dock entrance.  It was not thought prudent to commence 
those walls this fall, because the excavation requisite for a good foundation would 
endanger the coffer dam, and the better way was to leave it till Spring, when we shall be 
in a situation not to suffer so much should any accident occur. 
 
 The turning gates are commenced.  They will be framed during the winter and 
preparations are making for completing and hanging them in the Spring.  The drain to 
discharge the water from the great pumps is about half done and the sewer on one side of 
the dock is commenced.  These will be prosecuted as fast as the weather and the new 
filling up of the earth will [permit.] 
 
 All the earth banking round the dock is brought up as high as required to receive 
the gravel and paving which is to extend thirty feet wide round the dock and this will be 
begun as early next Spring as the season will allow. 
 
 The floating gate has not been commenced, because I considered it important to 
build it in the Dock.  A plan was begun but I have not had sufficient leisure to go on with 
it.  I hope this Winter to finish it at Norfolk.  The dock may be used without it, as soon as 
the turning gates are finished and in their place.  
 
 The balance probably to be paid on contracts is $13600 and the remainder to be 
expended will probably be $61,400 making 75000 in all to complete the Dock. 
 



 From our experience hitherto it seems almost impossible to designate the time 
when the work will be completed.  There is no doubt however, that we shall be able to 
dock a ship next Summer and every exertion shall be made to open it early in July. 
 
       With great respect 
       Your ob[edien]t ser[van]t 
       (signed) L. Baldwin 
 
To John Rodgers 
President of the Navy board 
Washington 
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Abstract of Expenditures on the different branches of  
work for the year ending Oct. 31st  1831 

 
      Materials   Labour       Total 
No. 1 Office         154.57       154.57 
       2  Tools           93.81         93.81 
       3 Iron and Steel        969.76   3936.93   4906.60 
       4 Driving Machines    
       5      Scows, boats etc. 
       6 Coffer Dam 
       7 Pier wharves 
       8 Spruce and pine timber 
       9 Blacksmith’s shop     1280.02     1280.02 
     10 Miscellanies           108.25       108.25 
     11 Dry Quay Walls    
     12 Filling Coffer Dam etc.   
     13 Survey and plans of Navy Yards etc 
     14 Foundation of Dock 
     15 Draining         1468.78   1659.72   3128.50 
     16 Excavation 
     17 Masonry of Dock    32015.32 28620.22 60635.54 
     18 Great Steam Engine 
     19 Superintendance         2139.75   5870.52   8010.27 
     20 Banking up behind walls etc      580.87   7060.62   7641.49 
     21 Turning Gates      2914.17   1525.29   4439.46 
     22 Great Pumps    13500.         13500. 
     23 Removing coffer dam etc             421.47     421.47 
     24 Steam Engine house     9346.71  10569.27 19915.98 
                 $64572.71            $59664.04          $124236.05 
 
 

Abstract from the whole amount paid for materials and labour upon the different branches 
 of the work from the commencement in June 1827 to Oct 31, [1]831 

 
              Materials [Labour]     [Total] 



No. 1 Office     1438.78    266.19 ¾    1704.97 ¾ 
       2 Tools     1862.60  1861.09 ½    3723.69 ½ 
       3 Iron and Steel               10822.50              18900.21  29722.71 
       4 Driving machines    1918.20  1188.74    3106.94 
       5 Scows, boats etc.      947.30 ½    169.47 ¼    1116.77 ¾ 
       6 Coffer Dam    4399.18  7003.90 ¾  11503.08 ¾   
       7 Pier Wharves    7150.19 ¾   4742.09  11892.28 ¾  
       8 Spruce and pine timber   1967.3111/12      1967.31 11/12   
       9 Blacksmiths Shop   7392.15    285.73 ½    7677.88 ½  
     10 Miscellanies    5806.13 ½          12442.80 ¾  18248.94 ¼ 
  Amounts carried forward            $43704.36 2/3       $46960.25 ½         $90664.52 1/6   
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      Materials   Labour     Total 

Amounts brot forward  43704.36 2/3  46960.25 ½  90664.52 1/6  
    11 Dry Quay walls      5625.37     102.81   5728.18 
    12 Filling Coffer dam etc.     2573.28     537.34   3110.62 
    13 Surveys and plans of navy yard etc.    1132.18   1764.37   2896.55 
    14 Foundation of Dock   18686.16 22451.40 41137.56 
    15 Draining     11301.92   8155.74 19457.66 
    16 Excavation      2259.86 29795.59 32055.45 
    17 Masonry of Dock               108935.16            113972.32            222907.48 
    18 Great Steam Engine                  6500.      6500. 
    19 Superintendance     9587.19  22258.52 31845.71 
    20 Banking up behind walls etc.     580.87  11178.54 11759.41 
    21 Turning gates     2914.17    1525.29   4439.46 
    22 Great pumps                13500.    13500. 
    23 Removing Coffer dam & cleaning entrance       421.47     421.47 
    24 Steam Engine house    9346.71  10569.27 19915.98 
              $236647.23 2/3       $269692.91½     $506340.15 1/6  
 
 
 In the above abstracts of labour amounting to $269692.91½  is included all the work and services 
of every kind performed on the Dock or on business connected with it, except my own Salary which is paid 
by the Navy agent and does not appear on the Rolls.  The Officers are the Superintendent, Clerk, Surveyors 
and assistants, who are all paid on the Rolls.  Deducting their time and their pay, the whole work performed 
on the Dock amounts to 201509½  and $253266.65½. 
 
 There have been twenty written contracts all of which are duly sent to the Board.  They are 
numbered according to their dates, and the following table shows what disposition during the past year has 
been made of those which remained open on the 1st Nov 1830;  their state on the 1st Nov 1831; the amt. 
paid on each during the past year;  the total amt. paid;  together with what will probably be hereafter 
payable on each.  
 
           Paid            Total           Probably     
       Name  Subject      last year         paid  to be paid      State of the contract 
 3    E. A. Lester  Great Engine              6500    1000          Open 
 9    Gridley Bryant Stone     18401.40      64838.56           Settled Oct 29  1831 
11   F. Adams  Pine Wood      1340.68        3516.12         500          Open 
15   Thos. Johnson Sand         325.33        2147.09           Settled Apr 15th 1831 



16   Stevens Hayward Charcoal        685.12        2006.49           Settled Oct 5  1831 
17   C. F. Blanchard Meal         205.31          561.81           Settled Apr 19  1831 
18   R. Lockwood  Gate timber              Abandoned. He has 
          never completed. 
19   S. P. Bridge  Lime         485.94          948.74     100          Open 
20   W. Lyman  Great pumps    13500.          13500.         12000          Open 
      $34943.78    $94018.81  $13600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


